Microextraction in a tetrabutylammonium bromide/ammonium sulfate aqueous two-phase system and electrohydrodynamic generation of a micro-droplet.
Microextraction of methyl orange in the aqueous two-phase system (ATPS) formed by dissolving tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB) and ammonium sulfate (AS) is reported. Methyl orange was transported from the AS-rich phase to TBAB-rich phase across the interface of the two immiscible phases. The electrohydrodynamic effect on the shape of the interface of two immiscible flows was also observed by applying dc voltage at the T-junction of the microchannel and the generation of a droplet of AS-rich phase was observed when the potential difference between positive and negative electrodes exceeds a threshold voltage. The minimum voltage necessary for the droplet generation depends on pH due to the degree of dissociation and charge accumulation.